LAND OF ONE RACE

“In Brazil, you will find blue eyes and black skin, flat skulls with triangular faces, hair plaied in pigtails, white babies at the breasts of colored mothers, colored babies at the breasts of white mothers and colors running from ebony to eggshell via copper, olive, caramel, and banana.

A mixture of this sort has made any attempt at racial segregation out of the question in Brazil—because no one could possibly tell where white begins and black ends.”

“Brazil has long since passed the rest of the world in its race relations. The so-called race problem simply does not exist in Brazil.”


Is this to be the fate of our beloved Nation, decreed by nine political appointees to impress the Asiatics and using as their authority the writing of Socialist and Communist tinged authors?

This amalgamation has already begun in the North, but it can be checked by an aroused public opinion to nullify this infamous BLACK MONDAY decree.
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